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UK stats
✤ 13 Tier 2s with DPM: 12 ATLAS, 1 CMS

✤ Soon LHCb too ! 

✤ All prod. machines upgraded to DPM 1.8.7

✤ This only checks headnodes though !..

✤ Over 6 PB provided for ATLAS

http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~wbhimji/SRMMonitoring/

http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~wbhimji/SRMMonitoring/
http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~wbhimji/SRMMonitoring/


The difference a year makes...

✤ At time of Paris meeting a year ago there was concern about future of 
DPM... Alessandra put it like this:

✤ Changing away from DPM isn’t being considered anymore (for most 
people) and even there may be some new DPM sites...

✤ Thanks to a successful collaboration which we are happy to continue 
to play a role in...

UK Status (1)
(repetita iuvant)

 DPM is the dominant storage in the UK

  1 T1 on Castor

  2 T2 on dcache

  3 T2 on Storm

  14 T2 on DPM

 Everybody playing cool but most sites are extremely 
worried at the idea of changing storage

  Even during the gap year it will not be easy if this 
happens

 Lots of accumulated experience will be lost



Heavily involved in data federation 
and xrootd / webdav 

✤ ATLAS FAX :

✤ Production(ish) level: 
fallback saving jobs

✤ Also UK had some of the 
first DPM WebDav sites

✤ Now most have been  
renamed  for ATLAS 
“rucio” via this interface. 

✤ Also enabled DAV on RAL LFC - exploring use for small VOs  - use 
via gfal still being explored : see ggus.

http://pandamon.cern.ch/fax/failover?hours=12

http://dashb-atlas-ssb.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/siteview#currentView=FAX+endpoints

https://ggus.eu/ws/ticket_info.php?ticket=99401
https://ggus.eu/ws/ticket_info.php?ticket=99401
http://pandamon.cern.ch/fax/failover?hours=12
http://pandamon.cern.ch/fax/failover?hours=12
http://dashb-atlas-ssb.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/siteview#currentView=FAX+endpoints&highlight=false
http://dashb-atlas-ssb.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/siteview#currentView=FAX+endpoints&highlight=false


Testing - development etc.

✤ Regular tests for our testbeds 
(Glasgow/ Edinburgh) and CERN

✤ IPv6 Testing at Glasgow (also IC,  
Brunel and Oxford)

✤ Puppet; S3; interest in HDFS

✤ StAR accounting (from John G):
✤ Liverpool, Lancs published in APEL 
✤ Minor bugs: script in EPEL rpm; dbg 

printing. Otherwise worked smoothly.
✤ Review docs; verify data -> more sites 
✤ Prototype portal view, not live data yet

12/10/13 HammerCloud tests of ATLAS physics data IO

ivukotic.web.cern.ch/ivukotic/DPM/index.asp 1/1
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BUSINESS ADVANTAGES TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

Industry Leading Performance 
& Capacity 
Signi!cantly reduces capital and 
operational expenses with fewer 
systems to purchase and manage
 
Industry Leading Density
Reclaim valuable "oorspace, 
reduce power and cooling costs
Up to 84 drives per 4U enclosure; 
3.36PB per rack

Supports the Most Drives
Up to 1,680 disk drives in a single 
a storage system for simple, 
cost- e#ective scalability & the 
freedom to mix SAS, SATA and 
SSD media

Balanced Storage 
Performance 
For both highly transactional 
and high-bandwidth 
applications
 
ReACTTM Intelligent Cache 
Management
Optimizes writes in real-time: 
sequential data goes directly to 
disk media while small, random 
IO utilizes extremely fast cache  

Read I/O Quality of Service
Read IO doesn’t suffer due to a 
single, unresponsive disk

DirectProtectTM  Real-Time 
Error Detection & Correction
Increases data resiliency 
and reliability with little 
performance impact
 
Unparalleled Back-end SSD 
Support
Fully utilizes SSDs for 
unprecidented levels of 
sustained random IOPS

Journaled Drive Rebuilds 
Reduces rebuild times by 
only requiring new/changed 
blocks to be written to 
recoverable drives

In-Storage Processing
Enables latency-sensitive 
applications to live right inside of 
the storage controller, removing 
the need to purchase and manage 
external servers, network adapters 
and switches
 
Reduces Energy Consumption
By 50% eliminating unnecessary 
storage enclosures, switches, fans 
and power supplies
 
Lower Overall TCO by 50% 
Reduced "oorspace, power and 
cooling requirements

TM

SFA12K Product Family
The Most Advanced Storage Platforms for Big Data

Fusing unprecedented IOPS and bandwidth performance with highly 
e$cient capacity management, this is the storage foundation for the next 
generation of data intensive applications sets. 

Big Data is here and it’s unruly.  Capacity and performance requirements 
are exploding and increasingly more di$cult to predict.  Data patterns 
have changed, requiring new, massive multi-threaded storage processing 
capabilities designed for today’s multi-core, multi-application sets. 
 
Innovative, award winning and proven in the world’s largest and 
most demanding production environments,  DDN’s Storage Fusion 
Architecture (SFA) utilizes the most advanced processor technology, 
busses and memory with an optimized RAID engine and sophisticated 
data management algorithms.  The SFA12K product family is designed to 
derive peak performance out of your compute investments with a massive 
I/O infrastructure and multi-media disk drives that maximize system 
performance and lower storage investment costs.  The SFA12K product 
family is purpose-built to simplify and tame big data growth, enabling you to 
architect and scale your environment more intelligently, e$ciently and cost 
e#ectively than ever before. 

DATASHEET

✤ Vendor 
collaborations: 
DDN, Dell



Grumbles....

✤ Brunel xrootd server is unstable (related to CMS federator) - David 
Smith knows and is following up with Raul... 

✤ Occasional xrootd instability at Glasgow (and Edinburgh) - traced to 
dmlite mysql interaction ... in progress...

✤ Load issues better with xrootd (and direct IO) but still spikes - so load 
limiting still needed (xrootd v4?), and rebalancing (in progress...).

✤ Xrootd IPV6 report (also in xrootd v4 ?)

✤ LHCb (lcg-gt returning xrootd TURL ) issue - personally I’m not sure 
about the continuing use of SRM for this - but its what they want / 
not unreasonable and seems in-progress according to Jira 



StAR accounting



Conclusions

✤ DPM bigger than ever in UK - and working well for us. 

✤ Successful adoption of 1.8.7 - now complete.

✤ Xrootd and Dav interfaces in widespread use.

✤ Testing and exploration of other backends ... use cases appearing

✤ Some niggles, need to stay constantly vigilant ! 


